
Supplied in 1 - 3 metre 
sections to reduce installation 
time and increase accuracy
Lightweight and cheaper to 
transport
Will not shatter or crack if 
dropped
High quality and self-
supporting, requires no      
concrete reinforcement.
Provides a seamless, luxury 
finish
Australian Stainless Steel  
Association (ASSDA) 
accredited
Stainless steel components        
are Green Tag Certified

CLICK DRAIN ® is an innovative system that uses stainless 
steel and seamless technology to create a modular 
drainage system. The system is not only high quality 
and sustainable, but also easy to install, using unique 
‘click’ together fittings. Capturing over 25 years of market 
research, CLICK DRAIN ® has been designed and built for 
building and plumbing convenience.

This versatile drainage system 
creates a seamless finish 
and can fit perfectly into 
any environment. Built to 
Australian standards, you can be 
guaranteed a superior product 
with a luxury edge. Every aspect 
of CLICK DRAIN ® has been 
carefully considered to ensure 
maximum drainage efficiency.

CLICK DRAIN ® 
Benefits

CLICK DRAIN ®

MEET THE FUTURE OF 
DRAINAGE CLICK DRAIN ®



CLICK DRAIN® is complete 
with the provision of self 
levelling tags for ease of 
installation
At 1/4 the weight packaging 
is lighter versus heavier 
polymer channel sections, 
resulting in cheaper transport 
rates for the goods to get to
site
The light weight also aids in 
quicker installation times and 
stops potential work place 
health and safety claims 
for weight (lifting) against 
polymer concrete drains
When polymer concrete 
is cut it produces a type of 
concrete dust that is bad 
for the installer and the 
environment
CLICK DRAIN® produces a 
seamless drain run with a full 
stainless steel edge profile
Superior water flow through 
less resistance over abrasive 
polymer drain fishes

Using PAIGE STAINLESS HEELGUARD® grating and 
capturing over 25 years of market research this system 
is specifically designed and built for the civil drainage, 
plumbing and building industry.

This patented product (Australian Patent Number 
2007902962) enables both builders and plumbers to 
basically style the drain on site as required, its clever and 
unique `click` together system has outlet sections, joiner 
sections, change of direction sections and stop ends to
create a drain for all site requirements.

CLICK DRAIN ® 
Benefits

CLICK DRAIN ®

CLICK DRAIN® A GRATE 
INNOVATION TO SERVICE



CLICK DRAIN ®

CLICK DRAIN® 
manufactured
by Paige Stainless 
Fabrications

End Caps
Drain terminating ends are 
simply clicked on and are 
Green Tag certified
90 Degree Drain
90 degree and 45 degree 
sections are standard for 
change of direction

Outlet
Able to be cut using 
conventional tools, standard 
hole saws and inert cutting 
disc materials that are not
harmful to the environment

Tray with HEELGUARD
Channel lengths do not 
crack or shatter when 
dropped. Revolutionary “click” 
together channel lengths and 
components

Joiner
Available as a stock item 
minimising down time 
and late ordering issues, it 
is packed in 1 metre and 2 
metre sections

Tray with pressed grate
2 metre and 1 metre channel
lengths for faster and more 
accurate install procedures. 
Light weight compared to 
traditional polymer /
concrete drain sections


